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Rumiko Clear
About

Rumiko Clear. A rational hands-on sans
with warmth.
Rumiko is a series of typefaces that bring
humanity to digital and identity projects.
With clean strokes, open structures and
a subtle geometric accent balanced by a
hint of calligraphy, they have an
undistracted voice.
Rumiko Clear invites readers to focus.
Clear, capable and flexible, it brings legibility
and warmth to digital environments. Fully
adapted to the screen, its letterforms are
animated by a relaxed sense of movement,
reflecting written connections and bringing
humanity to digital projects. In its playful
italics, shared with Rumiko Sans, warmth
and fluidity are given free rein.
Across its six weights, Rumiko Clear’s
treatment of letters puts an emphasis on
friendliness and clarity. Carefully fine-tuned

so that it can get hands-on in toned-down
typography and user interfaces, letters like
R, Y, a and u are slightly more serious than in
its companion, Rumiko Sans.
From digital meditation spaces and
minimalist music inspired by the movements
of clouds to cooking apps and e-commerce
schemes, Rumiko Clear gives soul to the
virtual, empathy to the abstract and clarity
to the complex. If you want to bring a little
more flow to an identity project, swap
Rumiko Clear for Rumiko Sans, or use
them together.
Rumiko Clear’s six weights provide a
wide range of typographic flexibility and
support. Like all TypeMates fonts, it has an
extensive character set supporting up to
200 languages across the Latin alphabet and
a useful set of symbols and icons, arrows
and dingbats. Unlike most fonts, it comes
with a set of emoji.

Formats

OTF and TTF for Desktop and apps, plus WOFF, WOFF2 and EOT for web

Styles

Rumiko Clear Thin
Rumiko Clear Light
Rumiko Clear Regular
Rumiko Clear Medium
Rumiko Clear Bold
Rumiko Clear Black

Language Support

More than 200 languages (Latin): Abenaki, Afaan Oromo, Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Amis, Anuta, Aragonese, Aranese, Aromanian,
Arrernte, Arvanitic, Asturian, Atayal, Aymara, Azerbaijani, Bashkir, Basque, Belarusian, Bemba, Bikol, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Cape Verdean
Creole, Catalan, Cebuano, Chamorro, Chavacano, Chichewa, Chickasaw, Cimbrian, Cofán, Cornish, Corsican, Creek, Crimean Tatar, Croatian,
Czech, Danish, Dawan, Delaware, Dholuo, Drehu, Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, Folkspraak, French,
Frisian, Friulian, Gagauz, Galician, Ganda, Genoese, German, Gikuyu, Gooniyandi, Greenlandic, Guadeloupean Creole, Gwich’in, Haitian Creole,
Hän, Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hopi, Hotcąk, Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Igbo, Ilocano, Indonesian, Interglossa, Interlingua, Irish, Istro-Romanian,
Italian, Jamaican, Javanese, Jèrriais, Kaingang, Kala Lagaw Ya, Kapampangan, Kaqchikel, Karakalpak, Karelian, Kashubian, Kikongo, Kinyarwanda, Kiribati, Kirundi, Klingon, Kurdish, Ladin, Latin, Latino sine Flexione, Latvian, Lithuanian, Lojban, Lombard, Low Saxon, Luxembourgish,
Maasai, Makhuwa, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Māori, Marquesan, Megleno-Romanian, Meriam Mir, Mirandese, Mohawk, Moldovan, Montagnais,
Montenegrin, Murrinh-Patha, Nagamese Creole, Nahuatl, Ndebele, Neapolitan, Ngiyambaa, Niuean, Noongar, Norwegian, Novial, Occidental,
Occitan, Oshiwambo, Ossetian, Palauan, Papiamento, Piedmontese, Polish, Portuguese, Potawatomi, Q’eqchi’, Quechua, Rarotongan, Romanian, Romansh, Rotokas, Sami Inari, Sami Lule, Sami Northern, Sami Southern, Samoan, Sango, Saramaccan, Sardinian, Scottish Gaelic, Serbian,
Seri, Seychellois Creole, Shawnee, Shona, Sicilian, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Slovio, Somali, Sorbian Lower, Sorbian Upper, Sotho Northern,
Sotho Southern, Spanish, Sranan, Sundanese, Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok Pisin, Tokelauan, Tongan, Tshiluba, Tsonga,
Tswana, Tumbuka, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Tzotzil, Uzbek, Venetian, Vepsian, Volapük, Võro, Wallisian, Walloon, Waray-Waray, Warlpiri,
Wayuu, Welsh, Wik-Mungkan, Wiradjuri, Wolof, Xavante, Xhosa, Yapese, Yindjibarndi, Zapotec, Zarma, Zazaki, Zulu, Zuni

More

Free Demo Fonts @ www.typemates.com/fonts/rumiko-clear#try
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Rumiko Clear
Thin

Rumiko Clear
Light

Rumiko Clear
Regular

Rumiko Clear
Medium

Rumiko Clear
Bold

Rumiko Clear
Black

Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
Rational sans with warmth.
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RUMIKO
CLEAR CAN
LOVE YOU!
100 / 100 pt Rumiko Clear Light

65 / 75 pt Rumiko Clear Black Italic

It is proof that
readability and
personality
can work hand
in hand.
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22 / 29 pt Rumiko Clear Thin + Italic

Digital nomads are people who conduct their life in a
nomadic manner while engaging in remote work using
digital telecommunications technology. Such people
generally have minimal material possessions and work
remotely in temporary housing, hotels, cafes, public
libraries, co-working spaces, or recreational vehicles, using Wi-Fi, smartphones or mobile hotspots to
22 / 29 pt Rumiko Clear Regular + Italic

Digital nomads are people who conduct their life in
a nomadic manner while engaging in remote work
using digital telecommunications technology. Such
people generally have minimal material possessions
and work remotely in temporary housing, hotels,
cafes, public libraries, co-working spaces, or recreational vehicles, using Wi-Fi, smartphones or mobile
22 / 29 pt Rumiko Clear Black + Italic

Digital nomads are people who conduct their
life in a nomadic manner while engaging in remote work using digital telecommunications
technology. Such people generally have minimal material possessions and work remotely in
temporary housing, hotels, cafes, public libraries, co-working spaces, or recreational vehicles,
www.TypeMates.com
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7 / 9,5 pt Light + Medium

9 / 11,9 pt Light + Medium

12 / 16 pt Light + Medium

Although digital nomads enjoy
advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different local laws including payment of
required taxes and obtaining work
visas, and maintaining long-distance
relationships with friends and family
back home.In some cases, the digital
nomad lifestyle leads to misunderstanding and miscommunication
between digital nomads and their
clients or employers. Other challenges
may also include time zone differences,
the difficulty of finding a reliable
connection to the internet, and the
absence of delineation between work

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility, they report loneliness as their biggest struggle,
followed by burnout. Other challenges
include maintaining international health
insurance with coverage globally, abiding
by different local laws including payment
of required taxes and obtaining work
visas, and maintaining long-distance
relationships with friends and family back
home.In some cases, the digital nomad
lifestyle leads to misunderstanding and
miscommunication between digital
nomads and their clients or employers.
Other challenges may also include time
zone differences, the difficulty of find-

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different
local laws including payment of required taxes and obtaining work visas,
and maintaining long-distance relationships with friends and family back
home.In some cases, the digital nomad

7 / 9,5 pt Regular + Bold

9 / 11,9 pt Regular + Bold

12 / 16 pt Regular + Bold

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different local laws including payment of
required taxes and obtaining work
visas, and maintaining long-distance
relationships with friends and family
back home.In some cases, the digital
nomad lifestyle leads to misunderstanding and miscommunication between digital nomads and their clients
or employers. Other challenges may
also include time zone differences, the
difficulty of finding a reliable connection to the internet, and the absence
of delineation between work and

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest
struggle, followed by burnout. Other
challenges include maintaining international health insurance with coverage
globally, abiding by different local laws
including payment of required taxes and
obtaining work visas, and maintaining
long-distance relationships with friends
and family back home.In some cases, the
digital nomad lifestyle leads to misunderstanding and miscommunication
between digital nomads and their clients
or employers. Other challenges may also
include time zone differences, the dif-

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different
local laws including payment of required taxes and obtaining work visas,
and maintaining long-distance relationships with friends and family back
home.In some cases, the digital no-

7 / 9,5 pt Medium + Black

9 / 11,9 pt Medium + Black

12 / 16 pt Medium + Black

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different local laws including payment of
required taxes and obtaining work
visas, and maintaining long-distance
relationships with friends and family
back home.In some cases, the digital
nomad lifestyle leads to misunderstanding and miscommunication
between digital nomads and their clients or employers. Other challenges
may also include time zone differences, the difficulty of finding a reliable
connection to the internet, and the
absence of delineation between work

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with coverage globally, abiding by different local
laws including payment of required
taxes and obtaining work visas, and
maintaining long-distance relationships
with friends and family back home.In
some cases, the digital nomad lifestyle
leads to misunderstanding and miscommunication between digital nomads
and their clients or employers. Other
challenges may also include time zone

Although digital nomads enjoy advantages in freedom and flexibility,
they report loneliness as their biggest struggle, followed by burnout.
Other challenges include maintaining
international health insurance with
coverage globally, abiding by different local laws including payment of
required taxes and obtaining work
visas, and maintaining long-distance
relationships with friends and family
back home.In some cases, the digital
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ÄBÇDĘFĞHÍJĶlmñ
òpqrștūvŵxÿz123
4 5 6 7 8 9 0 & ¶ ?☝₹↗😊
Uppercase
Accented

AÁĂǍÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆǼBCĆČÇĈĊDÐĎĐEÉĔ
ĚÊËĖÈĒĘẼFGĞǦĜĢĠHĦĤḤIĲÍ�ĬÎÏİỊÌĪĮĨJĴ
KĶLĹĽĻĿḶŁMNŃŇŅṄŊƝÑOÓŎÔÖỌÒŐŌ
Ø Ǿ Õ Œ P Þ Q R Ŕ Ř Ŗ S Ś Š Ş Ŝ Ș ẞ ƏTŦŤŢȚ U Ú Ŭ Û
ÜỤÙŰŪŲŮŨVWẂŴẄẀXYÝŶŸỲȲỸZŹŽŻ

Lowercase
Accented

aáăǎâäàāąåãæǽbcćčçĉċdðďđeéĕě
êëėèēęẽəfgǵğǧĝģġhħĥḥiıí�ĭîïiịìĳīį
ĩjȷĵkķlĺľļŀḷłmnńňņṅŋɲñoóŏôöọòőō
øǿõœpþqrŕřŗsśšşŝșßtŧťţțuúŭûüụù
ű ū ų ů ũ v w ẃ ŵ ẅ ẁ x y ý ŷ ÿ ỳ ȳ ỹ z ź ž ż ff ª ª º

Figures,
Currency
Math Symbols

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 |0|0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|
|0|�|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9| H ₀ ₁ ₂ ₃ ₄ ₅ ₆ ₇ ₈ ₉ H 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
H0123456789H⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹%‰⁄½⅓⅔¼¾⅛⅜
⅝ ⅞ ¤ ₿ ¢ $ € ƒ ₴ ₤ ₺ ₽ ₹ £ £ ₸ ¥ |₿|¢|$|€|ƒ|₴|₤|₺|₽|₹|₸|₮|¥|
⧗∙+−×÷=≠><≥≤±≈~¬^∞∅ΔΩμπ∫Ω∆∏∑√µ∂

Punctuation

. , : : ; … ! ¡ ¡ ? ¿ ¿ · • * # / \ ( ) { } [ ] - – — ‐ ‑ _ ‚ „ “ ”
‘’««»»‹‹››„‚@&¶§©®™°′″|¦ℓ†‡℮№

Icons & Arrows

↑↗→↘↓↙←↖↔➳●○◐◖◗◊■□▪▫◩▲▶
▼ ◀ ★ ☆ ☐ ☑ ☒ ☜ ☝ ☞ ☟ ☰ ♥  😂  😊  😍 😑  😞  😭 🥰  ♩  ♪
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OpenType Features

OFF ON
Case Sensitive

»Hej« ¿Now?

»HEJ« ¿NOW?

Contextual Alternates

20:15 50x70 9-5

20:15 50x70 9-5

Numerators, Denomin.

12345/67890

12345/67890

Fractions

Shake of 2 3/4 Lemons

Shake of 2 3/4 Lemons

Tabular Figures

€7001612 ₺6108049

€7001612 ₺6108049

Proportional Figures

3.752.140 Mill.

3.752.140 Mill.

Oldstyle Figures

0123456789

0123456789

Tabular Oldstyle Figures

0123456789

0123456789

Inferiors, Subscript

x76 + y28 CO2-Red.

x⁷⁶ + y²⁸ CO₂-Red.

Ordinals

Erster 1a, Zweiter 2o

Erster 1a, Zweiter 2o

Localized Forms

Şi bărbaţi. Míjn ijs!

Și bărbaţi. Míjn ijs!

Slashed Zero

Pass: O3E07B10422

Pass: O3E07B10422

Optional Ligatures

offroad film flow

offroad film flow
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Try before
you buy
All* weights
and styles for
free.

* reduced character set and no OpenType Features.

typemates.com/fonts/rumiko-clear#try
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